Substitution-Inert Polynuclear Platinum Complexes Act as Potent Inducers of Condensation/Aggregation of Short Single- and Double-Stranded DNA and RNA Oligonucleotides.
Compounds condensing DNA and RNA molecules can essentially affect important biological processes including DNA replication and transcription. Here, this work shows with the aid of total intensity light scattering, gel electrophoresis, and atomic force microscopy (AFM) that the substitution-inert polynuclear platinum complexes (SI-PPCs), particularly [{trans-Pt(NH3 )2 (NH2 (CH2 )6 - NH3 + )}2 -μ-{trans-Pt(NH3 )2 (NH2 (CH2 )6 NH2 )2 }]8+ (Triplatin NC), exhibit an unprecedented high potency to condense/aggregate fragments of DNA and RNA as short as 20 base pairs. SI-PPCs condensates are distinctive from those generated by the naturally occurring polyamines (commonly used DNA compacting/condensing agents). Collectively, the results further confirm that SI-PPCs are very efficient inducers of condensation of DNA and RNA, including their short fragments that might have potential in gene therapy, biotechnology, and bionanotechnology. Moreover, the data confirm the structural advantages of the phosphate clamp, with a well-defined rigid DNA recognition motif in initiating condensation and aggregation phenomena on oligonucleotides.